




Indonesian Curatorial Shortcut… 
 

If you want to become a curator in Indonesia, it is easy. By getting little knowledge on sculpture 
theory, flipping through photographs of painting, and being able to write an editorial notes 
catalogues, you are immediately a curator. This proves how a curator is in the position to take 
advantage of or to be taken advantage by the gallery owner. 
 
This typical way of curatorial practices will only result in commercialised exhibitions. While it is not 
forbidden, in this context we see art as trading goods. It was therefore a moment in arts history where 
paintings were treated as stocks. The “stock-traders” were in the business when the price of paintings 
escalated in a relatively short period, and this was the time when the profit was so promising… 
 
This situation had given birth to what is called “Indonesian arts boom” in the 90s. In the same time, the 
word “curator” had just started to be understood widely in Indonesia contemporary arts. At least at that 
moment, people like Jim Supangat had adopted the curatorial practice that is a standard in Europe and 
United States. 
 
“Curatorial is totally non-commercial,” emphasises Jim Supangat who has visited several art museums 
in Japan in his early years as a curator. At that time, Jim had even put “independent curator” in his 
business cards. 
 
… 
 
Comparison 
The meeting of curators titled “The Multi-faceted Curators” at 6-11 March 2006 in Jakarta and 
Bandung clearly show that Indonesian curatorial works has grown in its own way. 
 
French curator Keren Detton admits that European curators work in a different way from one curator 
to another. Along with the fast growth of the curatorial practices, art is no longer understood from the 
point of view of the an sich art. Critical Curatorial Studies then gained prominence in Europe, as it 
adopted the philosophical art approach, as well as cultural studies. Lately, according to Jim Supangkat, 
curatorial works became so inter-disciplinary with the rise of feminism, socio-political, and cultural 
studies. Curatorial has become multi-cultural oriented. “It is the era of curation on the move…” so says 
Jim. 
 
Karen Detton says that curatorial practices in French with its established museum tradition, curatorial 
view will always be confronted with museum promotion. Meanwhile in the Netherlands, before 
becoming a curator, someone must be attached to a senior curator. Furthermore England is more 
focused on the curators’ academic background. 
 
“We don’t have such things here. We are left 10-15 years behind,” says curator Enin Supriyanto who 
also joined as an observer in this meeting that saw curators from Asia and Europe. 
 
From his perspective, most of Indonesian curators are autodidact. “In general, they are artists-turned-
curators,” he says. It means on average these curators do not have any relevant educational 
backgrounds, as compared to their European, American, Japanese, Chinese, and Korean counterparts. 
 
Therefore, at the end of the meeting, Enin Supriyanto brought up a proposal for foreign curators to 
help setting up an independent curatorial educational body. “This is what we need to avoid continuous 
commercial exploitation of the art.” 
 



If this body is formed, it will be a shortcut that allows the creation of curators who are experts in their 
field. This is to contrast with the situation nowadays, where curators are being taken advantages by 
galleries to tap the market. If this trend continues, Indonesian art will be getting nowhere. 
 
Deception 
Curator Agung Hujatnikajennong even said that curatorial condition in Indonesia nowadays is full of 
deceptions. According to him, Indonesian curators in general do not become curators by doing in-
depth researches, but only by writing a preface note for an exhibition’s catalogue. 
 
This is in contrast with the European system adopted by Supangkat, where it starts with theme 
developing, then followed by participants’ short-listing, intensive discussion with the artists and 
scheduling.  
 
In reality, not only exhibition, but even a big happening like biennale looks like a shop opening, where 
art products are collected from many artists to be displayed. In this scene, curators’ role is only to 
match the displayed products with the general theme of the biennale.  
 
As a result, art object becomes market objects, where its value is determined by nominal calculations, 
which has give opportunity to speculation. In the end, the success of an exhibition is measured by the 
total number of paintings sold. 
 
Biantoro, the owner of Nadi Gallery, admits that he always measures his success rate by using the 
nominal calculations. However, he refused this thing is always to be associated with profit, since he is 
ready to the possibility of no painting is sold during his exhibitions. 
 
For artist Jeihan Sukmantoro, the way curators work in Indonesia has made him loosing faith to them. 
He prefers to handle the curatorial works himself, and just ask the help of curator when it comes to the 
writing of catalog preface. Artist Nyoman Nuarta feels the same thing about curators, and he even 
never worked with one. 
 
These comments show that “curators” in Indonesia in a way equals to “gallery owners” in Europe, or 
even worse. This is because there is no institution existed to handle this matter, as well as the market 
condition that allow art pieces to become a market product. 
 
In the meeting of curators, it is even obvious that Indonesian curators are left behind their ASEAN 
counterparts. While the surrounding countries are busy positioning the art projects by re-defining their 
art collections or creating curatorial events and dialogues, Indonesia are busy with its business in 
creating art booms and such. It means, in terms of aesthetical achievements, we are very poor… . 
 
[end] 
 
 
 
 
 
 


